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Abstract

E-procurement practice is not well-established in emerging countries. There are barriers in terms of transportation, financial, telecommunication, and legal infrastructures. Also, a lack of a qualified workforce, cultural barriers, and security problems hinder the development of e-procurement activities. These are not such significant problems in the developed countries. In this study, we examined the Turkish practice. We gave country background information including macroeconomic data and Internet penetration data, and we gave a picture of the current situation of Turkey. We then discussed how these barriers can be overcome in Turkey. Finally, we gave predictions about how m-procurement may alter the situation and its potential for the Turkish market.
Introduction

E-procurement is the use of electronic technologies to flow and enable the procurement activities of an organization. It is used particularly within the range of the operational, professional purchase. E-procurement is also defined as the business-to-business purchase and sale of supplies and services over the Internet. Typically, e-procurement Web sites allow qualified and registered users to look for buyers or sellers of goods and services.

E-procurement is a concept strongly related to concepts such as logistics, supply chain management (SCM), and even e-commerce. Although, some definitions are suggested to distinguish between these concepts, the problems faced are similar. They all require financial, transportation, legal, and communication infrastructures (Ohmae, 2000). If a country is weak in one or some of these infrastructures, then e-procurement activities are destined to fail. In addition to these four factors, education of the e-procurement personnel, security issues, societal readiness to use information and communication technologies (ICT), and the impact of the wireless technologies should also be considered.

In countries like Turkey, huge infrastructure investments are the norm. However, since these investments are heavily affected by short-term political concerns and voter influence, projects function most of the time at a sub-optimal rate. A planned and systematic approach is rarely found. Even so, as the economy grows and international trade rises, Turkish companies are facing the pressure of global competition. To stay alive in this environment of fierce competition, efficient tools such as e-procurement are being introduced. However, this is an ongoing process, and fast improvements should not be expected. Problems are still paramount and can slow down the widespread adoption of the e-procurement practices.

In this study, we try to assess the e-procurement activities from a developing country’s perspective, namely Turkey. Turkey’s unique problems and strengths are also examined. In addition, given the widespread use of wireless technology in Turkey, we have also elaborated on the concepts of m-procurement. The role of ICT is well-documented in the literature, but the possible outcomes of the widespread use of wireless technology in procurement activities are rather an uncharted territory. These issues are discussed in the “Future Trends” section of this chapter.
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